“Last year was difficult for everyone. Nevertheless, we managed to close 2022 with a balanced budget while mobilizing 17% more funds for technical cooperation projects. And with our reform measures we have made UNIDO fit for the future! I thank all our UNIDO colleagues, as well as our Member States, for making this great achievement possible. Teamwork is key!”

Read the full statement...

Gerd Müller
UNIDO Director General

The UNIDO reform process “Progress by innovation” in action

Read the full article...

Republic of Palau becomes 171st UNIDO member state

UNIDO and UAE Minister of Industry, Dr. Sultan Al Jaber, reinforce industrial partnerships on decarbonization, green hydrogen and food security

The 17th African Union Industrialization Summit: UNIDO stresses need for sustainable investments in energy, digitalization, and skills development to accelerate Africa’s growth

Promotion of Japanese investment and technology to continue

First UNIDO-High-Level Dialogue with Jutta Urpilainen, Commissioner for International Partnerships agrees on new joint projects

UNIDO and Saudi Arabia enhance cooperation to promote investments and local industry and talks about responsible mining at the Ministerial Round Table

Supply chains are changing. What’s at stake for developing countries?

Project highlights: Climate action in Tunisia

State-of-the-art space for UNIDO teams

At the World Economic Forum, UNIDO emphasizes the need for partnerships to share knowledge and technology with developing countries

UNIDO Global Call 2022 winners announced

Munich Security Conference: we need closer cooperation and partnerships between industrialized and developing countries

UNIDO: a modern, results-oriented organization

**THE EFFICIENCY PREMISE**

Continuous and consistent efficiency gains are the foundation of what UNIDO delivers.

- 2020-21 efficiency gains: 3.5% in IT, and enabling services.
- 2020-21 expected efficiency gains: 12% in enabling services.